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Agenda for Partners’ Meeting 
November 8th, 2011 

Protea Hotel, Kampala 

8:00 am-12:30 pm 
 

8:00-8:15 Arrival/Registration 

 

8:15-8:25 Introductions  

 

8:25-8:35 Welcome  

 

8:35-9:10 Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC) and General Security briefing  

with Q&A (Chris Bakken, U.S. Embassy) 

 

9:10-9:40 District Operational Plans Basics, with Q&A (Jeremiah Carew, USAID/PPD) 

 

9:40-10:10 Branding and Marking, with Q&A (Tracy Miller, USAID/OAA, Renuka Naj, 

USAID DOC)  

 

10:10-10:30 Listening Session (John Mark Winfield, Acting Mission Director) 

 

10:30-10:45 Break 

 

10:45-12:30 Big Picture Reflection on Working with Local Government (facilitated by 

Stacey Young and Tony Pryor of USAID/Washington) 

 USAID intro 

 Local Government reps panel 

 Facilitated Reflection 

  



Facilitator guidance 

8 November 2011 Partners Meeting – breakout discussion groups on local governance 

 

Session Objective – Elicit and capture group’s collective knowledge about examples of local governance 

working well, with a view to helping each other replicate conditions that enable success.  

Set the group’s expectation for the session: 

1. Identify an IP who will also take their own notes on major points and give a 1-minute 

report-out to the large group following the small group discussion; stress that the report-out 

is not comprehensive, but rather should highlight the most important points. 

2. Ask one of your USAID colleagues to record participants’ comments on template (and 

additional sheets of paper as needed 

3. In place of introductions, identify from your list the organizations represented in your 

small group 

4. Confirm that the objective of this session is to understand what works and why, and how 

we know 

5. Point out that we have 30 minutes only for the small group before the report-out; invite 

them to keep their comments brief and to the point, and to share additional comments by 

noting them on their copy of the template 

6. Explain to participants that after the meeting, we’ll collect all the templates and produce a 

synthesis report of the discussion that we’ll share with everybody, so that we can all learn 

from everyone in the other small groups as well. 

7. Read through the questions on the template and reiterate definition of local governance 

8. Ask for the first comment to begin the discussion 

During the discussion: 

 Solicit ideas actively 

 Treat everyone’s ideas similarly and in neutral fashion 

 Build trust, draw out alternative viewpoints and skeptics 

 Help summarize to get to concise statements 

 Invite quiet people to contribute 

 Invite over-participators to make room for other voices 

 Give attention to all four questions 

 Have people record additional input on their individual templates 

In the last 3 minutes: work with the IP to make sure they’re comfortable with the key points they’ve 

identified for their 1-minute report-out.  

While you’re working with the IP/rapporteur, ask other participants to note any additional comments on 

their templates, and also provide feedback on the session so we can improve future sessions. Tell them 

where to submit their templates (not to you). 

  



SUMMARY OF “BIG PICTURE REFLECTION” 

PARTNERS’ MEETING, NOVEMBER 8, 2011, 10:45 – 12:30 

Overview:  During our 2 hour block for CLA big picture reflection we would like to explore what is 

working well with local governance (LG) and why, and generate ideas on how to support the conditions 

that enable local government actors, civil society and others to achieve transparency, accountability, and 

sustainable and effective service delivery.  In addition, we want to hear direct feedback on our approach 

of working on LG issues from our partners and GOU officials. 

Participants: As this will be part of the Partners’ Meeting agenda, all of our Implementing Partners and 

USAID mission staff are participants.  In addition, (IPs), 4 GOU representatives, and one civil society 

organization have been invited to participate specifically in this session. 

Objectives:   To solicit insights and feedback from invited guests (GOU, ACODE, IPs) on what they have 

experienced so far in their work to promote good local governance, and specifically with local 

governments, what’s working, why, and how did they come to those results?  As this discussion is part of 

our broader Collaborating, Learning and Adapting agenda, we’ll also discuss with our partners the best 

way to move forward with supporting their efforts in this area of work.  

Agenda:  

USAID (20 mins): Stacey and Jeremiah will present the broad context of what is CLA and what do 

we want to gain from this session.  USAID will begin with how we understand the current landscape 

of where we’re operating, the purpose and commitment made under the CDCS regarding geographic 

focusing and implementing at the district level.   

Government of Uganda, Civil Society panel (30 mins): Consisting of the CAO from Mukono 

district, the LC V and ULGA rep from Oyam district, a representative from the Auditor General’s 

Office, a representative from the Ministry of Local Governments, and ACODE (civil society 

organization).  They will be reacting to the landscape discussion set by Jeremiah and filling in gaps 

as necessary in addition to where local governance is working well and achieving results and why?  

Also, their perspective on any trends emerging in the larger environment that we have not taken 

account of that will have implications for how we proceed in this work. 

Small group sessions (45 mins):  To be facilitated by USAID staff focused around the question of 

what is working well, or “bright spots”, why is it working and how do we know that?  Also, we will 

ask; what are the enabling conditions surrounding these “bright spots” and what can we learn from 

them to then apply in other districts/projects.  We will have a short read out from each group before 

moving into the way forward.   

Wrap up (15 mins): For the last 15 minutes we want to focus on the way forward, looking towards 

how USAID and the IPs can collaborate productively, learn continuously, and implement necessary 

course corrections as we proceed with this work in order to enhance development results and aid 

effectiveness.  We want to be sure that we hear from the IPs about what action steps and timing of 

follow up on the subject would best support their success. In the spirit of CLA, this discussion can 

be seen as one in a series of efforts to promote candid and constructive dialogue to bring a wide 

range of perspectives to bear in informing our collective work and improving sustainability and 

results in the long run.  We will be collecting all of the written feedback (there will be an option of 

anonymous feedback to all of the above stated questions), collating it and distributing it to the 

mission and the IPs after the session.   



Partners Meeting Survey Responses as of December 6
th

, 2011 

1. How useful was the OSAC (Overseas Security Advisory Council) session led by Chris Bakken, 

U.S. Embassy Regional Security Officer? 

Unnecessary 0.0% (0) 

Not Useful 0.0% (0) 

Somewhat useful 10.0% (2) 

Useful 45% (9) 

Extremely Useful 45% (9) 

Average: 4.35 

Comments: 

 People sometimes take security for granted. It is important to have these kinds of sessions once in 

while. 

 Safety and security is of outmost priority 

 I always share the information Chris sends with the team here at office to keep them abreast with 

what is happening. He is doing an excellent job and should keep it up. 

 Provided good information on OSAC and security in general 

 We were made to appreciate the importance of the two way communication on security  

 He always sends out well summarized messages and security status situations on what is 

happening especially in Kampala. This has been extremely helpful this year when there were so 

many disturbances 

 It was presented in a very lively manner. Unfortunately he was not given enough time. 

 I have received a number of communications from Chris but was not sure on how widely i could 

disseminate. This was clarified during the meeting. 

 Will be even more useful once I start receiving the OSAC alerts 

 It is very important to be aware of any security risks prevailing in our surroundings 

2.  How useful was the District Operational Plan Basics session presented by Jeremiah Carew, 

Supervisory Program Officer, USAID? 

Unnecessary 0.0% (0) 

Not Useful 0.0% (0) 

Somewhat useful 15% (3) 

Useful 55% (11) 

Extremely Useful 30% (6) 



Average: 4.15 

Comments: 

 Was important to know the focus of USG operational arrangements to increase effectiveness of 

provided support 

 Needed more information/details 

 As an IP working at national level, it is good to know the direction USAID is moving in. It was 

very informative to learn the 19 focus districts. This ensures that our interventions will now have a 

special focus on those districts. His presentation was very clear as he answered the 5Ws and H. 

 Somewhat vague. Would have benefited from some real life examples 

 I had a few issues relating to replication of the lessons learned in the pilot districts particularly to 

unique regions such as Karamoja where none of the districts have been picked for inclusion in the 

pilot phase 

 We need to learn more how this will actually get translated into practice though 

 It clearly highlighted USAID districts of focus in the coming future. 

 Following the pilot in the districts selected, it would be pertinent to scale up this to other districts 

and or regions. 

 He didn't seem to have a firm grasp on the material he was presenting. 

 It is important to have district officials engaged in operational plans and hence accountable 

3. How useful was the Branding and Marking session presented by Renuka Naj (Development 

Outreach Coordinator) and Tracey Miller (Contracts Officer)? 

Unnecessary 0.0% (0) 

Not Useful 15% (3) 

Somewhat useful 15% (3) 

Useful 60% (12) 

Extremely Useful 10% (2) 

Average: 3.65 

Comments:  

 The presentation was creatively delivered by the two presenters. 

 Good to know compliance issues related to use of USG resources 

 More information/ details were needed eg regarding purchase of vehicles. 

 It was a good re-fresher session to ensure we are branding correctly and know the procedure to be 

followed in contracts. 

 Bit superficial. 

 It is great to have a Development Outreach Officer on board after some time, she can then respond 

to our marking and branding questions in a timely manner 



 It was a repetition for some of us 

4. How useful was the Listening Session led by John Mark Winfield, Acting Mission Director? 

Unnecessary 0.0% (0) 

Not Useful 5% (1) 

Somewhat useful 30% (6) 

Useful 55% (11) 

Extremely Useful 10% (2) 

Average: 3.70 

Comments:  

 Perhaps we should have requested those who were un comfortable with speaking out their 

concerns to write them down and send them to the moderator of the session. Wonder why there 

weren't many comments from the audience. 

 HOWEVER IT IS BETTER TO ALLOW PEOPLE TO WRITE ISSUES ON PAPER SO THAT 

USAID RESPONDS. IT WAS NOT EASY TO RAISE ISSUES WITH COTRS PRESENT. 

SOME REALLY MISTREAT US ESPECIALLY UGANDAN ONES, ALL THEY ARE 

INTRESTED IN IS SHOWING HOW POWERFUL THEY ARE RATHER THAN BEING 

SUPPOTIVE 

 Provides USG project teams to get a feedback from IP and address any issues that may be 

experienced by partners. 

 Participants did not respond well 

 This was the best session. It is the first time i have attended a meeting and had the head of the 

organization listen to the participants. What a refreshing and innovative way of conducting a 

meeting. It would be great to have more of such sessions in future. 

 I am sure there were many people that would like to discuss things with the (acting) Mission  

 Participants were able to give feedback to the Mission on how best the next meeting can be 

conducted 

 The partners were not as engaging as one would have wished 

 It was good to hear from other IPs some of the challenges they were facing. This brought us on the 

same page nting that sometimes challenges were also faced by other IPs and that solutions can be 

reached during such meetings. 

 Listening from a cross -section of sectors and local governance was informative. 

5. How useful was the local governance experts panel portion of the Collaborating, Learning, and 

Adapting (CLA) session? 

Unnecessary 0.0% (0) 



Not Useful 5% (1) 

Somewhat useful 25% (5) 

Useful 50% (10) 

Extremely Useful 20% (4) 

Average: 3.85 

Comments: 

 Good selection of panelists. Panelists helped define the key concepts that were later the focus for 

the discussions. The panelists did not have enough time to share their views. 

 Insights on the expectations at the district level was disseminated. Approaches to make 

partnerships work better were discussed. 

 Limited time provided 

 It was interesting listening to local government officials giving us a piratical feel what is on the 

ground. 

 Good to hear opinions from different sides of the spectrum 

 Some of the panelists were not informed about the methods of work by partners operating in their 

districts; I guess this could have resulted from inadequate preparations and consultations by the 

panelists. 

 I thought they should have been more focused, the team was rather unwieldy 

 could have been more useful if the discussion and subject had been more focused - and if we had 

spent more time hearing from them. 

 This session further enlightened the members about the local government structure and operation. 

The panel was comprised of persons who w 

 ere knowledgeable of this component 

 hearing experiences from different personnel was educative 

6. How useful was the small group portion (including the read out and feedback portion) of the 

Collaborating, Learning, and Adapting (CLA) session? 

Unnecessary 0.0% (0) 

Not Useful 5% (1) 

Somewhat useful 30% (6) 

Useful 50% (10) 

Extremely Useful 15% (3) 

Average: 3.75 

Comments: 



 This was a brainstorming session that explored ways of making programs achieve a bigger impact 

in a cost effective manner. 

 CLA is great idea and should be kept dynamic and implemeted carefully. It will need careful 

programing and follow up (test, verify, package and diseminate) 

 limited time 

 This was an excellent interactive session that helped us discuss various bright spots and 

challenges. The feedback portion was also really good for it showed that most of us in the room 

seem to be moving and thinking in a similar direction. 

 Provided good feedback on the conditions for success in working with local governments 

 IPs were able to bring out pertinent issues for action by the Mission and districts although the time 

allotted for this particular session was not adequate. 

 Time was extremely limited and some of the members were not familiar with local government 

issues. 

 this should have been more of the focus - with more time spent here as well as more thought 

toward the groups' make-up; would have been better to divide by sector or SO teams. 

 Members had many examples to share and the teams came up with good information. The time 

allowed for this session however limited more discussion. 

 I found the objective of that exercise was lost 

 The interaction with different groups of partners was quite good. 

7. Would you prefer a half day format or full day format for future meetings? 

Half Day: 65% (13) 

Full Day: 35% (7) 

Comments:  

 CLA session suffered from a lack of time for discussion of feedback and small group outputs. 

Thus a longer time is needed depending on the topic 

 WITH LUNCH IT IS AGAINST OUR CULTURAL NORMS TO ENGAGE PEOPLE TILL 

LUNCH AND SEND THEM OFF. AFTER ALL IS IS A SMALL COST ON USAID BUT IS A 

COURTEOUS GUESTURE. 

 The planned agenda program was implemented successfully. Could use the same format in future. 

 grouping according to DO and cross-cutting programs (agriculture +food + Nutrition +health; 

governance + policy; ........ 

 With fewer areas to cover 

 The program was quite packed and it would be better in future if it was a full day session. This 

would also provide more time for networking and discussion. 

 To enable us fully internalize issues 

 IPs often have a lot to get done and some come from upcountry so a half day meeting would be 

more practical 

 The presenters were all rushed and properly did not give us all the information they had planned 

to. In addition USAID should use this as a forum for the different partners to network because this 



would help district lead programs like SDS and the STARs partners that would complement their 

work. 

 If more focused on small groups - could take the entire half day. Have enough time for the guest 

facilitators to engage each group one-on-one during brainstorming session. 

 More issues could be discussed with more time but sometimes the workload at the place of work 

may not allow this as was witnessed when participants started leaving before the meeting closed. 

Since we all tend to have the same deadlines, it would be better to hold such meetings around mid-

quarter. 

 In order to exhaust queries 

8. Would your organization be available for a partners meeting every three months (quarterly)? 

Yes: 100% (20) 

No: 0% 

Comments:  

 HOWEVER SEMI-ANNUAL IS ADEQUATE 

 Regular communication is important to ensure clear understanding of each other’s expectations, 

which will increase chances of successful programs 

 These meetings are an invaluable source of information and guidance. They also provide an 

opportunity to network 

 it would be great to keep abreast with what is happening. 

 The choice of the venues is always convenient for us because our Hqrs are in Kampala which 

allows for representation by key project staff at minimal costs 

 Is not easy because based outside of Kampala and would need sufficient time to prepare, but 

would be willing if the meetings were more productive and relevant to program. What if the 

partners were divided into two groups based on project or program type in order to focus more, 

and then the two groups met alternatively every 3 months. 

 Yes, we benefit alot from these meetings, get to know all the other USAID staff that we may not 

interact with in the execution of our duties, meet with other IPs and as share ideas, challenges etc. 

The meetings are also useful in communication important information by USAID to its IPs and 

bring all on the same page. 

 Partners meetings are useful media to share experiences 

9. Would your organization be interested in participating in future additional interactive 

Collaborating, Learning, and Adapting (CLA) opportunities? If so please provide possible topics in 

the comments section (e.g. youth, oil, food security, nutrition, etc). 

Yes: 94.7% (18) 

No: 5.3% (1) 

Comments:  



 All game changers 

 Nutrition 

 IMPROVING COLLABORATION ACROSS PARTNERS AND ADPS TP MINIMISE 

DUPLICATION. 

 Private sector lead development in health, agriculture and environmental management. How to 

ensure the public sector plays the role of planning and oversight better in cost effective use of 

resources. 

 women, youth, food security, nutrition, health innovation and business development 

 Economic strengthening 

 Reproductive health Democracy and good governance Youth 

 oil natural resources 

 women and reproductive health 

 Sharing 'Best Practices' from the field by different partners would be interesting. This could be on 

any technical areas that IPs support in the field 

 Pharmaceutical Supply chain system strengthening challenges in the era of multiple district based 

IPs 

 CSF would love to be involved in youth, food security, SRH and HIV/AIDS and OVC issues. 

 Only if not too cumbersome or time-consuming and proved to be relevant to program. 

Infrastructure and good governance. 

 Youth employment, working with communities - techniques, approaches, and lessons learned 

 Current updates in HIV, Gender Issues, 

 Food security and nutrition 

10. What other kinds of Collaborating, Learning, and Adapting opportunities would your 

organization be interested in? 

Smaller focus groups 52.6% (10) 

Forums 57.9% (11) 

Workshops 52.6% (10) 

Email lists 52.6% (10) 

Online communities of practice 42.1% (8) 

District level meetings 47.4% (9) 

After action reviews 31.6% (6) 

Rapid studies 42.1% (8) 

 

 Comments: Exchange/exposure visits and short courses 

 formation of creative group (dynamic idea factory) 

 As mentioned above 

 Case studies 

 Actually all the above are important opportunities. 

  



After-Action Review: USAID/Uganda Partners’ Meeting, Protea Hotel, Kampala 

8 November, 2011, 8:30-11:30am 

 

(AAR participants: May M, Chelsea J, Allyson P, Rand R, Richard O, Jeremiah C, Tony P, Stacey Y – 

anybody else?) 

 

Meeting Agenda: 

 policy guidance: security briefing, District Operational Plan rollout, branding session 

 listening session 

 CLA Session: experts panel and small group discussion on local governance strengthening 

 

AAR questions: 

1. What did we intend to happen? 

2. What actually happened? 

3. What went well? 

4. What would we change for next time? 

5. action items 

 

1. What did we intend to happen? 

 give voice to a pastiche of current issues 

 test drive CLA interactively 

 stick necks out on District Operational Plans (DOPs) 

 share policy guidance, security, branding 

 listening session – give IPs a chance to state their issues 

 get input for future CLA activities 

 bring out different viewpoints on local governance by inviting panelists 

 collect feedback 

 

2. What actually happened? 

 received feedback/questions during listening session: 

o RSO briefing was “helpful” 



o emails are not arriving, especially those with attachments 

o IRI-NDI subcontracting issue 

o USAID rate for Ugandan consultants 

o concern: were doing the same thing over and over, wasting a lot of resources, with no 

observable progress 

 did not respond to last comment on waste of resources/repetitive activities 

 panelists made a contribution, but there were some comments that didn’t add a lot – mixed  

 not sure participants all understood the context and purpose of the panel and discussion, and how 

to package their most important points 

 some panelists spoke too long 

 CAO got into the weeds, but was edifying in terms of providing insight into Uganda’s bureaucracy  

 overestimated how able we’d be in the moment to facilitate the report-outs tightly 

 Overestimated the ability to manage too many speakers; difficult to have sufficient depth and yet 

try to maintain “talk show” flavor 

  

 time ended just as we were getting into the best substance in the discussions, both around tables 

and among panelists 

 Panelists bonded due to decision to pull them from the branding session and talk with them 

separately.  They continued to talk among themselves during the table discussions and were very 

attentative to table comments.  Strong commitment to follow up came in part by talking with them 

during that branding session.  

 Panel not diverse in terms of gender 

 some invitees came, many sent proxies 

 comments indicated that local government officials look at governance issues more holistically 

than USAID’s sector-heavy focus allows/enables 

 sustainability was a key theme among LG and CSO panelists 

 

3. What went well? 

 report-outs were much richer than we anticipated (and budgeted time for) 

 people were intensely involved in group discussions 

 feedback forms were filled out very thoroughly 

 in one group (Chelsea’s), discussion was slow to get going but picked up once a member of the 

group took the lead and  made a substantive statement 

 some commented on governance as a cross-cutting issues 

 panelists took notes during the report-out 

 panelists had a chance to interact with each other 

 DOP discussion gave context to local governance discussion, enabled people to connect it to their 

work 

 read-out confirmed DOP focus on alignment with district programs, joint planning and ownership 

 Basically by pure luck the side conversation at the bar during the branding conversation led to the 

focusing construct not just for the panel but for the subsequent table discussions (idea of three 



legged stool – political, technical and civil society).  Probably neither the panel nor the table 

discussions would have been as rich without some focusing concept such as this. 

 

4. What should we change next time? 

 fewer panelists, and more diverse 

 work with panelists more on packaging contributions and promoting more interactive discussions 

 make more space for panelists’ contributions 

 very important to have people from different sectors in the small groups 

 people got tired – try a substance-only event (e.g., not combined with security briefing, policy 

briefings, etc.) 

 we weren’t thoughtful about who we invited as participants: we used an old list, the Democracy & 

Governance Working Group was not there, other donors weren’t there 

 determine purpose and match it to particular audiences, for example including Ministry of Finance 

in CLA opportunities, vs. IPs only for things like branding discussions 

 

5. action items: 

 provide response to listening session comment about concern that we’re doing the same thing over 

with few results, wasting resources in the process 

 review DOP for responsiveness to DDP 

 plan for continuous/iterative review of DOPs 

 people said they want a list/repository of information on what’s happening in the districts 

 people want more opportunities to get to know each other [expertise locator system?] 

 Mention by sector partners (esp. health) on need for help in addressing the three legged stool issue 

in districts, especially in addressing/engaging civil society 

 share partnership policy with IPs – they aren’t aware of it 

 Robert – in parking lot mentioned need for information management, GIS information by district; 

cited example of opendata.co.ke , and noted that in Kenya there are District Information Officers 

 Need for follow-up with panelists, work with them over the course of the strategy.   

 Test the three legged stool analogy and relevance for partner programming.  

 Need to share learning interventions and experiments among other partners and panelists (such as 

facilitation approach)  

 


